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About This Game

Grab your pencil and get ready for the most creative DRAW A STICKMAN adventure yet!!

Imagination is the key, as you enter a magical storybook land full of mystery and wonder, unusual creatures, and enigmatic
puzzles! Create your own original stickman, and then watch it come to life in DRAW A STICKMAN: EPIC 2! Challenge

yourself to unlock every secret, collect every drawing, and share your creativity with the world!

A NEW STORY!
Embark on a perilous journey through time! Draw your Stickman, and create a friend!

But be warned… disaster falls upon your ally! It’s up to you to become the hero!
Maneuver your way through the magical world of EPIC 2 in a quest to save your partner!

YOUR DRAWINGS MATTER!
Create and save unlimited drawings in your sketchbook! Use them throughout your adventure!

SHARE WITH FRIENDS!
With the new share feature, you can now send your creations to your friends! They will then be able to use your drawings in

their own epic adventures!

FIGHT EPIC BATTLES!
Face off against inked-out goblins, tongue-lashing frogs, fire-breathing dragons, and BIG bosses! You must use your own

strategies to solve intriguing challenges and puzzles, while battling all new villains!
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Jump in to this action-packed adventure that allows for endless creativity! As you explore each colorful environment, choose
from an assortment of drawing pencils and tools to help you successfully overcome every obstacle along the way. New features

and enhancements allow you to choose from a larger color palette, along with a variety of pencil sizes. With the new share
feature, send your drawings to your friends! Unlock hidden Color Buddies, locate puzzle pieces, and enjoy new drawing pencils

for Wires, Eggs, and Ice! This is an experience like no other, personalized by you!

DRAW A STICKMAN: EPIC 2 is the sequel you’ve been waiting for, and is sure to offer hours of entertainment to avid gamers
and creative minds alike!
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neat idea but it is poor in execution. I wished you get all crayons at the start. this little game allows you to create your own here
and unlike the name you aren't just limited to just a stickman and really tour imagination is the limit and i really enjoyed helping
out the stick figures with their proble but what i actially enjoyed the most is the DLC chapter but was dissaointed it was over
however not in a bad way and hope when stickman 3 comes the game is a lot bigger. This game is really fun game I %100
recomend this game. This gam is also easy and perfect for younger kids. I only wish there was more levels in the game or even a
community level thing where you can make a level or play another players level.. I have played this game, and I got to say, it's a
nice little game. It involves you going to save your friend, who has been possessed by something called the "Inkvil". If you like
games like Drawn to Life, this is pretty similar; you get to draw whatever you like. The music has a nice, calming feel, with
chiptune laced into the compositions, and you can share your designs. The boss battles are also quite tricky.

BUT there are some complaints, the main one being that it's extremely short, even for a five-dollar game; you can literally
complete it in 2-3 hours if you know what you're doing. The other complaint - at least for me - is that the battle system is weird,
even for. And also, there's no eraser function. If I want to remove some unnecessary edges, i'd have to undo it and probably
make that same mistake again. But these last two are rather minor complaints.

At least it's cute.

Pros;
* THE ART IS SO CUTE
* The story and music is charming
* You get to draw whatever you want. If you want to save Barney the Purple Dinosaur as the Hamburgular, you can do that. If
you want to wield a poorly-drawn Master Sword as Mario, you can also do that. Hell, if you wanted to play as a toilet, you can
do that as well.

Pretty Minor Cons;
* Story's extremely short. While the pacing's alright, there could have been an extra chapter to make it feel rewarding besides a
completion bonus; people who don't like really short stories in video games should keep away.
* Not very accurate point-and-click controls for combat? Not sure.
* No eraser function besides undo.

I rate it a 7/10; nice, but could be improved on for the third game.. allways freezing but has a good story
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This game is very intersesting.I got the idea to get the game from Dan TDM, my second favourite youtuber.(After stampy).

Read the following if you wish for a discription for this game:

Draw a Stickman: EPIC 2 is a point and click game where you creat/draw yourself a character to play as, and it does not have to
be a stickman. In this game, if you want to unlock everything, you have to get to the end and then use all the crayons you have
gathered to do things you have yet to do. Collect crayons through out the game that do different things, so you can draw your
way through these puzzles. At the beggining, you draw yourself and a friend(which becomes evil,), and your quest is to save
your friend.

9/10 because I really wish,(even though it might be sopposed to be simple,) that there was more to it, more levels, and harder
puzzles. Plus, I also want to be able to save the friend I make so they are not evil anymore.

Thanks for reading my post :D. I'm a YouTuber and I need a lot of mod. Off-the-shelf. I don't need to draw it by hand.
For example, Epic Battle Simulator. The thing that strikes me most about this game is the ability to make your own creations
and use them to solve puzzles, kill enemies, ect.

Some things to note about this game:

A well made sequel to Draw a Stickman: EPIC

It brings out your creativity and puts your drawing skills to the test

The ability to make creations and share them with your friends as well as use them as tools to solve puzzles or weapons
to slay enemies

Story is pretty meh, but you can sort of create your own if you wish

Collect pets and other secrets along your journey

Achievments are fun and easy to get

You can complete the game in around 2 and a half or 3 hours if you try hard enough, or you can play around for several
more hours than that

If you are an artist or have an expansive imagination, you will enjoy this game: also, 5 bucks is not that much.. EVERYONE
MUST TRY IT OUT I LOVE IT. IT'S ABOUT DRAWING X3. I'm a YouTuber and I need a lot of mod. Off-the-shelf. I don't
need to draw it by hand.
For example, Epic Battle Simulator. so awesome defenitly a suggested game to play on steam it has a lot thinking to do but
werth the wait totally think the story had a lot to it and heaps to do. This Game is amazing its very fun i cannot wait to try out
drawn below i have 100% the game exept on drawn below i hope drawn below will be very fun. Pretty fun game where your
drawings come to life
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